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The Honorable
Samuel R. Pierce,
The Secretary
of Housing and
Urban Development

Jr.

Dear Mr. Secretary:
This letter
summarizes the results
of our review of the
process used by the Department
of Housing and urban Development
(HUD) to lmplement
the Federal Managers'
Financial
Integrity
Act
Section
2 of the act requires
federal
executive
agencies
of 1982.
to establish
internal
accounting
and administrative
controls
in
accordance
with the Comptroller
General's
standards.
Section
4 of
the act requires
the agencies
to state whether their
accounting
systems comply with the Comptroller
General's
principles,
standards, and related
requirements.
This review was part of our
government-wide
assessment
of how 22 federal
departments
and agencies implemented
the act in the first
year.
At HUD, we worked
jointly
with your Office
of Inspector
General,
which provided
a
16, 1983.
report
to you, as requested,
on November
As required
by the act, the Office
of Management and Budget
(OMB) issued guidelines
which recommend that agencies
implement
the act by (1) organizing
the internal
control
evaluation
process,
(2) segmenting
(dividing)
the agency into assessable
units
(programs or administrative
functions)
which are to be the sublect
of
vulnerability
assessments,
(3) conducting
vulnerability
assessments which are reviews of the assessable
units
to determine
their
susceptibility
to waste, loss,
unauthorized
use, or misappropriation,
(4) developing
plans and schedules
for internal
control
reviews or other actions,
(5) reviewing
internal
controls,
(6)
correcting
deficiencies,
and (7) reporting
annually
by December 31
on the status
of the agency's
internal
controls
and its plans for
corrective
actions.
HUD has made progress
in implementing
its internal
control
evaluation
process in accordance
with OMB guidelines
and has genHUD's process
erally
followed
OMB's recommended approach.
provides
a solid
framework
for improving
the agency's
internal
control
systems.
In organizing
the evaluation
process,
you
requested
top-level
support
and established
a schedule
for completing
the various
steps of the evaluation
process.
You also
delegated
overall
responsibility
for implementing
the act to the
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Assistant
Secretary
for Administration
who, in turn, delegated
day-to-day
coordination
activities
to a HUD Internal
Control
Coordinator.
Furthermore,
you assigned
the Inspector
General responsibllities
including
providing
technical
assistance
to the Office
of Administration
and reporting
on the reasonableness
of HUD'S
internal
control
evaluation
process.
HUD developed
overall
guidance
to assist
managers in complying with the internal
control
evaluation
requirements
including
a
draft
handbook covering
aspects of the evaluation
process.
HUD
plans to complete
the handbook during
1984.
HUD has also provided
for the Office
of Administration
to review internal
control
evaluations
to determine
whether the evaluations
meet HUD and OMB
requirements.
By December 31, 1982, HUD had segmented its headquarters
into
393 assessable
units and had completed
vulnerability
assessments
on these units.
HUD rated 64 assessable
units as being highly
vulnerable,
175 as being moderately
vulnerable,
and 154 as having
low vulnerability.
In September 1983, HUD extended the segmenting
and vulnerability
assessment process to its 10 regional
offices.
HUD also made preliminary
reviews of most headquarters'
assessable
units
that were rated as being highly
vulnerable.
These reviews,
which are a unique step developed
by HUD, were to
quickly
identify
and correct
problems which could be addressed
with available
knowledge and identify
those units where the current knowledge was insufficient
to define
the problem and where
internal
control
reviews or some otner actions
such as audits
would be necessary.
HUD plans to complete preliminary
reviews of
the moderately
vulnerable
units during
fiscal
year 1984.
As of
21 internal
control
reviews.
January 31, 1984, HUD had completed
HUD has taken or plans to take actions
to correct
weaknesses
it identified
through the evaluation
process and has developed
a
tracking
system to monrtor
the process and the planned corrective
actions.
HUD's first
annual statement
to the President
and the
Congress on the adequacy of internal
controls
and accounting
systems identified
material
weaknesses,
planned corrective
actions
and the target
dates for completing
corrective
actions,
and stated
that the evaluation
of internal
controls
had not progressed
to the
point where full
assurance
that all objectives
of the act have
been met could be provided.
The statement
also said that HUD's
accounting
systems do not fully
comply with the Comptroller
General's
accounting
principles
and standards
and related
requirements.
In addition,
the statement
outlined
additional
actions
to
implement
the evaluation
process and indicated
that the accounting
We believe
the annual statement
systems were being redesigned.
was an accurate
representation
of HUD's progress
to date.
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Although
HUD has accomplished
much in implementing
the act,
as HUD continues
we found several
areas that can be strengthened
its internal
control
evaluation
process.
Our findings,
which are
summarized below, are presented
in more detail
in appendix I along
with our objectives,
scope, and methodology.
In implementing
section
2 of the act, HUD performed
vulnerability
assessments
in its headquarters
and regional
offices
but has not extended the process to include
all field
office
tiers.
Furthermore,
the vulnerability
assessments
did not include
a separate
preliminary
evaluation
of safeguards
as recommended by
OMB and cannot be easily
compared because different
forms were
Also, HUD did not always develop sufficient
documentation
used.
to clearly
indicate
the factors
considered,
procedures
followed,
relative
to its internal
control
or bases for answers to questions
evaluation
process.
While HUD reviewed parts of its general
automatic data processing
(ADP) controls
and considered
application
controls
in vulnerability
assessments
for a few of its 130 ADP
systems,
it did not emphasize ADP reviews and did not establish
organizational
responsibility
for assessing
ADP controls.
Finally,
HUD did not have specific
guidance
for performing
quality
assurance
reviews of its internal
control
process.
its
Concerning
section
4 of the act, HUD did not evaluate
accounting
systems for compliance
with the Comptroller
General's
HUD is committing
accounting
principles
and standards.
Rather,
substantial
resources
to design new accounting
systems and expects
to have systems in place which will
meet the principles
and standards by fiscal
year 1987.
To strengthen
HUD's process
controls
and accounting
systems,
report
that HUD:

of evaluating
we proposed

its internal
in a draft
of this

--Extend
the vulnerability
assessment process to include
all
field
office
tiers,
revise
the assessment forms to require
a separate
preliminary
evaluation
of safeguards,
and standardize
the assessment
forms used by the various
HUD
organizations.
--Establish
guidance
to ensure that sufficient
documentation
is developed
and retained
to provide
a record of the procedures used, bases,
and factors
considered
in reaching
overall conclusions
on segmenting,
vulnerability
assessments,
and internal
control
reviews.
--Ensure
that ADP controls
are evaluated
as part of the
internal
control
evaluation
process.
To assist
in accomplishing
this,
HUD should assign organizational
responsibility and establish
guidelines
for evaluating
ADP controls.
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--Establish
quality
tration
process.

specific
criteria
on the type and extent of
assurance procedures
that HUD's Office
of Adminisshould perform on the internal
control
evaluation

--Require
documenting
and testing
of accounting
systems as
they are redesigned
to help ensure their
compliance
with
the Comptroller
General's
principles
and standards.
In commenting on a draft
of this report
(see app. III),
HUD
generally
agreed with our proposals
and stated
that it has taken
HUD did not agree with
or plans to take actions
to address them.
our proposal
regarding
vulnerability
assessments.
HUD's comments
indicated
that its vulnerability
assessment process is evolving.
HUD stated
that its completed
assessments
recognized
field
office
involvement
and that,
on the basis of experiences
with different
headquarters'
forms,
it had standardized
the field
assessment
form.
HUD took the position
that it was desirable
to develop and
modify its initial
internal
control
system before
involving
field
operations
and questioned
the cost effectiveness
of extending
the
vulnerability
assessment process to all field
office
tiers
at this
time.
Because of HUD's general
responsiveness
to our proposals,
we
We plan to monihave not included
recommendations
in our report.
tor HUD's progress
as part of our continuing
review of federal
agencies'
implementation
of the act.
HUD also stated
that our draft
report
was largely
negative,
emphasizing
perceived
weaknesses rather
than HUD's accomplishments, thus, giving
the overall
impression
that HUD was not doing
a good job.
Although
we believe
our draft
report
included
considerable
discussion
of HUD's accomplishments,
we have revised
the report
Our overall
purpose
further
recognize
HUD's positive
efforts.
to highlight
HUD's accomplishments
as well as discuss
ways in
which HUD can strengthen
its internal
control
and accounting
system evaluation
efforts.
We are sending copies of this report
to the House Commrttee
on Government Operations;
the Senate Committee on Governmental
Affairs;
the House and Senate Committees
on Appropriations:
the
Director,
Office
of Management and Budget; and other interested
parties.
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we appreciate
the cooperation
extended to our staff
during
review.
We particularly
appreciate
the efforts
of your
Inspector
General and his staff.
this

Sincerely
/ - ‘,

yours,

J. Dexter
Director

Peach
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HUD'S FIRST-YEAR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
FEDERAL MANAGERS' FINANCIAL
-____I

INTEGRITY ACT

Responding

to continuing
disclosures
of fraud,
waste, and
wide spectrum oE government operations,
whrch were
largely
attributable
to serious
weaknesses in agencies'
internal
controls,
the Congress enacted the Federal Managers' Financial
Integrity
Act, 31 U.S.C. 3512(b)
and (c) in 1982.
The act was
passed to strengthen
the Accounting
and Auditing
Act of 1950's
existing
requirement
that executive
agencies
establish
and maintain systems of accounting
and internal
control
in order to provide effective
control
over and accountability
for all funds,
and other assets for which the agency is responsible
property,
abuse

(31

across

U.S.C.

a

3512(a)(3)).

We believe
that full
implementation
of the Financial
Integrity
Act will
enable the heads of federal
departments
and
agencies
to identify
their
major internal
control
and accounting
problems and improve controls
essential
to the development
of a
sound financial
management structure
for their
agency.
To achieve
thec;e ends, the act requires:
--Each agency to establish
and maintain
its internal
accounting and administrative
controls
in accordance
with the
standards
prescribed
by the Comptroller
General1 to rea(1) obligations
and costs comply with
sonably assure that:
applicable
law, (2) all funds, property,
and other assets
are safeguarded
against
waste, loss, unauthorized
use, or
misappropriation,
and (3) revenues and expenditures
applicable to agency
operations
are recorded and properly
accounted
for.
--Each agency to evaluate
and report
annually
on internal
control
systems.
The report
is to state whether agency
sycjtems of internal
control
comply with the objectives
of
internal
controls
set forth
in the act and with the Comptroller
General's
internal
control
standards.
The act also
provides
for agency statements
to identify
the material
weaknesses involved
and describe
the plans for corrective
action.
--Each agency to prepare a separate
report
on whether the
agency's
accounting
systems conform to the principles,
standards,
and related
requirements
prescribed
by the
Comptroller
General.
--The Office
of Management and Budget (OMB) to issue
guidelines
for federal
departments
and agencies
to use in
evaluating
their
internal
accounting
and administrative
control
systems.
These guidelines
were issued in December
1982.
lThe Comptroller
General issued Standards
the
Federal
Government
in June 1983.
----__--------1

for

Internal

Controls

-in
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1s
r-f&port on the Department
of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) 1!i 1 of 22 reports
on federal
departments'
and agencies'
efforts
to implement
the act during
the first
year.
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OMB GIJIDELINES FOR INTERNAL CONTROLS
To provide
guidance
for agencies
to meet the requirements
of
the act and an OMB circular,*
OMB, in December 1982, Issued
Guidelines
for the Evaluation
and Improvement
of and Reporting
on
Internal
Control
Systems in the Federal Government.
The guide1 i nes recommended a phased approach for evaluating,
improving,
and
rcport1ng
on agencies'
internal
controls:
--Organize
the process to make sure it 1s done efficiently
and effectively.
Primary considerations
for organizing
include
specific
assignment
of responsibilities,
the
Inspector
General's
role,
quality
assurance over the
documentation
requirements,
process,
internal
reporting,
personnel
and supervision,
and scheduling
the evaluation
process.
--Segment
the agency into orqanlzational
components and
then into units
(programs and administrative
functions
(These units are
within
each component)
to be assessed.
called
"assessable
units.")
- -A s s c s s the vulnerability
(susceptibility)
of each assessable unit to the occurrence
of waste, loss, unauthorized
use, or misappropriation.
These vulnerability
assessments
(1)
analysis
of the general
conconsist
of three steps:
trol
environment
(environmental
factors,
such as management
attitude,
which could affect
internal
controls),
(2)
analysis
of inherent
risk (factors
inherent
in the unit
which create potential
for loss, such as a large budget),
and (3) prellmlnary
evaluation
of safeguards
(an evaluation
of the methods used to protect
the assets).
--Develop
plans and schedules
for performing
internal
control
reviews and other actions
such as doing audits
or
modifying
procedures.
These actions
should be based on the
results
of the vulnerability
assessments
and other considerations
such as management priorities
and resource
constraints.
--Review
the internal
controls
for the selected
areas to
determine
whether adequate control
ob3ectives
(goals or
c.onditions)
have been established
and control
techniques
(methods of protecting
resources)
exist
and are functioning

2Prior
to the act, OMB issued circular
A-123, Internal
Control
policies
and standards
to be followed
Systems, which prescribed
by executive
departments
and agencies
in establishing
and maintaininq
internal
controls
in their
program and administrative
activities.
2
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a:; intended,
and then develop recommendations
weaknesses in either
the design or functioning
internal
control
system.

to correct
of the

--Determine,
schedule,
and take corrective
actions
to
improve internal
controls
on a timely
basis and in a costeffective
manner.
--Prepare
the annual statement
to the President
and the
Congress on the status
of the agency's
system of internal
control.
This statement
should include
a report
listing
identified
material
weaknesses,
along with plans and
schedules
for their
correction.
UUD : ---CREATION
---------L-.------'PURPOSE
AND
ORGANIZATION
- ------- _--

HUD was established
by the Housing and Urban Development Act
September 9, 1965 (79 Stat.
667;
42 U.S.C.
3531-3537).
HUD's
functions
and authority
have expanded and encompass a broad missron of providing
adequate housing,
promoting
community and
economic development,
and eliminating
discrimination
in housing
HIJD's major programs include:
markets.

of

Housing assistance
--Housing
assistance
and mortgage credit.
programs and the mortgage insurance
programs provide
lowand moderate-income
families
with home ownership
opportunities and rental
housing assistance.
--Community
development.
Community Development Block Grant
Programs,
the Urban Development Action Grant Program, and
Rehabilitation
Loan and Urban Homesteading
Programs provide
federal
assistance
to communities
Eor improving
housing
conditions,
conserving
energy supplies,
expanding
business
opportunities,
blighted
providing
jobs, and revitalizing
areas in the nation's
cities
and counties.
Fair housing programs
--Fair
housing and equal opportunity.
provide
financial
assistance
to state and local agencies
to
help them eliminate
housing discrimination
by promptly
processing civil
rights
complaints,
and by carrying
out affirmative marketing
agreements
and promoting
equal opportunity
matters
within
HUD programs.
H1JDadministers
these programs through a three-tiered
organitational
structure
comprised of a headquarters
office,
10 regional
offices,
and 81 field
offices.
During fiscal
year 1983, HUD had
estimated
outlays
of about
$14.9
billion
and employed about
13,000
full-time
staff.

3
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INTERNAT, CONTROL EVAJJUATION PROCESS
HUD has made progress
in implementing
its internal
control
with OMB guidelines
and has
caval uat ion process in accordance
(jf'nerally
followed
OMB's recommended approach.
Organizing

the process

In a memorandum to all principal
staff,
the Under Secretary
delegated
overall
responsibility
for implementing
the act to the
A<;:iistant
Secretary
for Administration
who, in turn,
delegated
day-to-day
coordination
activities
to a Departmental
Internal
Control
Coordinator
in the Office
of Administration's
Office
of
Hudget.
HUD issued an internal
control
directive
prescribing
policies
and standards
for establishing
and maintaining
internal
In a memorancontrols
in program and administrative
activities.
dum to principal
staff,
the Secretary
requested
top-level
support,
recoqnized
the need for a commitment of resources,
and established
a schedule
for completing
the various
steps of the evaluation
process.
The Secretary
has also assigned
responsibilities
emanating
The Secretary
requested
a
from the act to the Inspector
General.
report
from the Inspector
General on whether HUD's evaluation
of
internal
controls
was carried
out
according
to OMB guidelines
in a
reasonable
and prudent manner.
On November 16, 1983, the Inspector General reported
to the Secretary
that several
aspects of
HUD's evaluation
process must be completed
before HUD could proThe Secretary
also assigned
vide full
assurance
under the act.3
the Inspector
General the responsibility
to provide
technical
assistance
to the Office
of Administration
in implementing
the
act.
HUD developed
an internal
control
handbook to assist
managers
in complying
with the internal
control
evaluation
requirements.
This handbook includes
a discussion
of such areas as (1) assessing
the relative
vulnerability
of HUD activities
(2) performing
indepth studies
of internal
control
systems,
where appropriate,
and
(3) reporting
on the results
of this evaluation
process to the
Secretary.
At the time of our review,
this handbook was still
in
draft.
HUD plans to issue
the handbook during
1984.
Segmenting
HUD's internal
control
directive
states
that Assistant
For exSecretaries
should establish
their
own assessable
units.
ample, the Assistant
Secretary
for Housing established
94 assessable units
to cover the programs and functions
in such program
areas as single-family
housing,
multifamily
housing,
and public

3Report on Review of HUD's Implementation
123 and the Federal Managers'
Financial
of September 30, 1983.
4

of OMB Circular
No. AIntegrity
Act of 1982 as
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Overall,
by December 31, 1982,
t)cbthn :;rigmented into 393 assessable
units.
(~xt.~~nded the process to its second tier,
(Jr'!; . Accordrny
to HUD, these assessments
NovcArnbor
30, 1983, making it impossible
1t :; field
work in the Secretary's
first
Prc:;ldent
and the Congress.

Vulncrdbility

HUD headquarters
had
In September 1983, HUD
that is, regional
offiwere not completed
until
to include
the results
of
annual statement
to the

assessments

HUD assessed the vulnerability
of each assessable
unit to
waste, and mismanagement.
To accomplish
these assessments,
r:act1
cl:;:;
lstant
secretary
used a vulnerability
assessment form.
Ttle part 1CUldK'
form used was not always the same and was selected
by r~actl dli!< istant
secretary.
These forms contained
questions
dcsiyned
to cover the three steps outlined
in the OMB guidelines.
Ttlc f arms were also designed
to rate the vulnerability
of each
unit.
As a result
of this process,
HUD rated 64 units as being
hiyhly
vulnerable,
175 as being moderately
vulnerable,
and 154 as
having low vulnerability.
Personnel
from the assessable
units
being reviewed made these vulnerability
assessments.
fraud,

11evlew of

rnternal

controls

and other

actions

OMH guidelines
provide
two basic approaches
to address proy ram'; and functions
wrth the greatest
vulnerability.
One approach
1:; to perform
internal
control
reviews on highly
and moderately
vulnerable
areas.
OMB defines
an internal
control
review as a
detailed
examination
of internal
controls
to determine
whether
controls
are sufficient
and whether they are functioning
as intended to prevent or detect
potential
risks
in a cost-effective
manner.
The other approach is to consider
a series of optlons
for
each of the highly
or moderately
vulnerable
program and adminlstrative
functions.
OMB stated
this could be done by evaluating
the degree dnd causes of the vulnerabllitles
and then determining
courses of action,
taking
into conslderatlon
manthe appropriate
agement priorities,
resource
availability,
and other management
inltiatlves
underway.
These actions
might include
conducting
internal
control
reviews,
requesting
an audit,
training
staff,
or
OMB indicated
that this
modifying
procedures
or documents.
approach helps ensure resources
devoted to the internal
control
process are used efficiently
and effectively.
HUD used both of these
approaches.
The Office
of Finance and
Accountrng
used the first
approach and contracted
with a certified
public
accounting
firm to perform internal
control
reviews.
AS of
18 of these reviews.
January 31, 1984, the firm had completed
further
on page 7.
These rev lews are discussed
(See "Accounting
c3yrtems evaluation.")
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Ln the progr,~m ared’; ,IIII~ other areas of admlnistratlon,
HUD
used the second approach and lnJ.tLat.cd a unique step in the proCSR!; cal led preliminary
revLc>ws. This process does not constitute
the cV,mprehenslve
review of Internal
c:ontrols
that would be made
if an internal
control
revlcw wr>t-e performed.
it 1s inRather,
tended to (1) quickly
Identify
problems which could be addressed
with available
knowledge and lnltlate
corrective
actlons
and (2)
identify
those areas where the current
knowledge
IS InsuffIcient
to clef ine the problem an<1 where internal
control
reviews or some
other act ion, such as audits,
would be necessary.
liUD has completed
preliminary
reviews of its highly
vulnerable areas in headquarters
and plans to finish
reviewing
its
moderately
vulnerable
areas durlnq
fiscal
year 1984.
According
to
HUD, as a result
of the prellmlnary
revLews of highly
vulnerable
areas,
it has initiated
245 corrective
actIons.
Furthermore,
at
the time of olir review,
HlJD had cornpl eted three internal
control
reviews and had one in process Ln the proqram areas and areas in
adminIstratIon
outside
of the Off’lce of Finance and Accounting.
Schedullnq
--------

tracking
- and
_--_-______-

corrective-_-- _---actions
------_--____

HUD estahllshed
a tracking
system to monitor
and control
the
evaluation
process.
This system consists
of (1) an Assessable
Units Control
Log to track the evaluat~.on
process and (2) a
Promised Manaqers’ ActIon Status Loq to record weaknesses identified and monltot- the planned corrective
actlon.
PreErinT
---

- the
- -_-.-annual
-_--- -- _statement
-- - -_---- - _

annual statement
On December 30, 1953, HIJD Issued its first
to the President.
and the Congress on the adequacy of its internal
controls.
The Sccrratary
stated
that because HUD’s internal
control
evaluation
process had not been Implemented
In the field
off ices unt i 1 l,lt-p in the year and because other phases of the
process needed further
development,
HUD could not provide
full
Although
assurance
that all. of the act.‘s objectives
had been met.
the Secretary
did not state definitively
whether or not HUD’s
internal
control
systems comply with the three statutory
object ives and the Comptroller
General’s
standards,
we believe
the
year-end
statement- was an accurate
representat-Ion
of HUD’s positive ef fort5
to date.
The statement
identified
material
weaknesses,
planned corrective act ions, and the target
dates for completing
corrective
actions.
Examples of reported
material
weaknesses follow
(see
app . IT for addlt\onal
materiC*
weaknessee;):
--Because of HIJD’ s inability
to effectively
valldate
mortsubmissions,
or incomplete
gagor’s
false,
fraudulent,
Lncomt: ccrtlflcatlons
may be used to obtain
housing assistance payments under the Section
235 program (a mortgage
1ncjurance and interest
subsidy program for low- and
moderateincome fami lies).
The corrective
action
planned
6
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was to consider
cross-matching
other federal
agencies.
--HUD does
petitlve
quently,
charged.
petitive

of reported

income with

not require
public
housinq authorities
to use comConsebidding
or negotiate
architectural
fees.
these fees may be higher
than otherwise
would be
The corrective
action
planned is to require
comselectlon
and negotiation
of architectural
fees.

The Secretary's
statement
further
outlined
actions
HUD plans
to take to implement
the evaluation
process such as completing
the
reqional
office
vulnerability
assessments,
extendinq
the prelimiand completing
and issuing
nary reviews to the regional
offices,
an internal
control
handbook.
ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS EVALUATION
In addition
to legislatively
reemphasizing
agency heads'
responsibility
and accountability
for internal
controls,
the act
also strengthened
the legal requirements
for federal
agencies
to
Section
4 requires
agency
operate
effective
accounting
systems.
heads to report
annually
on whether their
organizations'
accounting systems conform to the principles,
standards,
and related
requirements
developed
by the Comptroller
General.
the Secretary
concluded
that
In his first
annual statement,
HUD's accounting
systems do not fully
comply with our accounting
and related
requirements.
He based his
principles,
standards,
decision
on results
of various
studies
of HUD's accounting
systern5 and on reports
by us, the Inspector
General,
and others which
As a
disclosed
serious
problems
in the accounting
systems.
HUD began a major project
to rederesult,
the Secretary
stated,
siyn its accounting
systems to brlnq them into compliance
with our
requirements.
Because of these major changes underway and the
known problems with the existing
systems,
HUD did not evaluate
its
accounting
systems during
the first
year of the act for compliance
with the Comptroller
General's
requirements.
In the interim,
HUD's Office
of Finance and Accounting
contracted
with a certified
public
accounting
firm to perform
30
internal
control
reviews.
These reviews were of the mostly manual
controls
used in accounting
for HUD's various
program/fund
accounts and resulted
in the identification
of many control
weakThe reviews,
however, were
nesses and corrective
recommendations.
not complete reviews of HUD's accounting
systems in terms either
of internal
controls
(including
automatic
data processing
controls)
or of the systems'
compliance
with our accounting
principles and standards.
Only 1 of the 16 reviews
completed
in the
Office
of Finance and Accounting
in fiscal
year 1983 was directed
at one of HUD's several
automated accounting
systems,
and the
report
on that review described
the review's
scope as including
only the manual aspects of the system.
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r-cksul t of these internal
control
reviews,
the Secretary
ident- 1 fled 108 internal
control
weaknesses in HUD’s accounting
pro(.( “;‘;(‘I;.
The !iecretary
concluded,
however, that while most of
t ht2 individual
weaknesses were not of significant
magnitude
to be
Inclutlrdd in his annual statement
under the act, taken as a whole,
they rndicated
siqnif icant weaknesses in HUD’s accountinq
pro<‘f”;!;(“;.
The Secretary
identified
the following
as causes of the
intclr-nal
control
breakdown:
Ai;

d

--Use of manual procedures
mated procedures.
--Lack of records
procedures.

and documentation

--Lack

of supervision

--Lack

of

OHJECTIVES,

fully

rather

qualified

than more efficient
of methods

auto-

and

and monitoring.
personnel.

SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

The objectives
of our review were to assess HUD’s process for
cavdluatrnq
Its internal
controls
and accounting
systems for the
purpose of reporting
under the act.
Because our first-year
review
WJ:: limited
to evaluating
HIJD’s implementation
process,
we did not
attempt
to independently
determine
the status of HUD’s internal
(-on t rol system or the extent
to which its accounting
systems comply with the Comptroller
General’s
principles
and standards.
We conducted
the review jointly
with HUD’s Office
of
Tnc;prhct or General under an agreement between the Comptroller
G(bneral and HUD’s Inspector
General.
We concentrated
on three
of HUD’s larger
activities:
(1) Housing,
(2) Community Planning
and (3) Administration.
The Inspector
General’s
and Development,
:;taff
was responsible
for review work in the Office
of Community
Plannlny
and Development
and parts of Administration.
We were
rr~sponr;Ihlc
for the work in the Office
of Housing and the Office
of Flnancc and Accounting
in Administration.
We shared the informdt ion obtal ned.
The Office
of Inspector
General prepared
a separdtt’ report
to the Secretary
of HUD. We performed
our audit work
at- ~1111)headquarters
in Washington,
D.C., and at its Chicago,
Ill.,
flcld
office
between June 1983 and January 1984.
evaluated
guidelines
and t-eWe intervrewed
HUD officials,
port:;,
and revlewcd
supporting
documentation
for each phase of the
internal
control
evaluation
process.
We randomly sampled 45 of
the 187 vulnerability
assessments
in Housing,
Community Planninq
and Dcvclopmcn t , and Administration
(except
for the Office
of
Frnanccb and Account rnq ) . From this sample, we selected
18 vulnerabi 1 ity assessments
to cover the major areas in these orqanizat ion:;.
In the Office
of Finance and Accounting,
we randomly
:,elected
14 of 58 vulnerability
assessments.
We also randomly
s~~lccted seven internal
control
reviews
for detailed
review.
In
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thcb Offrc‘e of Finance and Accounting,
we selected
three internal
control
rev icws for detailed
review and also read all 16 internal
c-ant rol review reports
that were completed by the end of fiscal
ytiar 1983.
We reviewed
three of the four internal
control
reviews
that wL’rt2 In process or completed
in the following
areas:
Hous1nq , Deputy Under Secretary
for Field Coordination,
and Office
of
J’rocur(~m~?nt and Contracts.
Also, we examined how well HUD evalu,ltrbd int<Arnal controls
relating
to automatic
data processing
(ADP)
(JI vr’rl t hrx crltrcal
role ADP plays in HUD’s programs.
WC conducted our review rn accordance
govc\rnmt~nt auditing
standards.

with

generally

accepted

I N’I’ERNAL CONTROL EVALUATION
i%K’ESS
(‘AN BE STRENGTHENED
. --_HUD has made progress
in complying
with the act and OMB
to develop its internal
quidt~l ines.
However, as it continues
cant t-o1 tlvaluat ion process,
HUD needs to strengthen
the areas of
vuln(arahll
ity assessments,
documentation,
ADP controls,
and
qua1 1 ty ac;.surance.
Need to improve the vulnerability
assessment process
rlrln hdS performed
vulnerability
assessments
in its headquart tar :, and regional
offices
but has not extended the process to all
Furthermore,
field
office
tiers.
the vulnerability
assessments
d~il not Include
a separate
preliminary
evaluation
of safeguards
as
recommended by OMB. Also, the vulnerability
assessments
cannot be
(~a‘;1 1y compared because different
forms were used.
OMH qurdellnes
require
agencies
to determine
the vulnerabrllty of therr organizations
and/or functions
to waste, loss, unclut hor 1zed use, or misappropriation.
These determinations
are
Although
much of
mad<> by conducting
vulnerability
assessments.
11111)
’ 5 proqram actrvity
is performed
by field
staff,
HUD initially
re5t r acted its vulnerability
assessments
to the headquarters
level
dnd dud not extend the process to its field
off ices until
SeptemHUD’s rationale
for not performing
vulnerability
ber 30, 1983.
d:;5<~~;:;rnentr, in the field
earlier
was that an overwhelming
workload
would have htaen created
by performlng
headquarters
and field
off ict-b reviews simultaneously
and that changes--based
on a
office
structure.
In
r(~orc~an i za t ion --were being made to the field
!;caI)t ckmbrbr, HUD initiated
vulnerability
assessments
at the 10 re(jlonal
offices
but did not extend the process to Its third
t itbr--i t5 archa and service
offices,
valuation,
and endorsement
regional
office
vulnerability
assess::t nt Ions.
According
to HUD,
rnchnt:; Included
field
office
input obtained
through past reglonal
HUD also
of-f l(*e monitoring
of offices
under its ]urlsdiction.
({IIt >t,t loned whether it would be cost effective
to extend the
])I-()(‘(‘:;‘; further
at this time.
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tJ(JD' s headquarters'
vulnerability
assessments generally
addre:,:;ed the inherent
risk factors
and the general
control
fhnvlronment
factors.
However, none of the headquarters'
vulnerabllrty
assessments we reviewed
included
a separate
preliminary
evdll14tion
of safeguards.
The evaluation
of safeguards
as out11ned by OMH is intended
to determine
whether appropriate
controls
4 rca in place in an activity
to prevent or minimize
waste, loss,
unauthorized
use,or misappropriation.
Such control
techniques
coul(1 ~ncl~lde separation
of duties
within
an organizational
unit,
exccptlon
reporting
systems, and ADP system controls.
The HIJD Internal
Control
Coordinator
told us that the
preliminary
evaluation
of safeguards
was covered under the other
two ,ispects of the vulnerability
assessment--viz.,
general
control
(bnvironment
and inherent
risks.
Although
our review of the vulnerability
assessments
indicates
that certain
questions
asked
under these areas may have addressed safeguards,
we believe
that a
because
separate
evaluation
as recommended by OMR is appropriate
It w-)uld more
clearly
focus the evaluator's
analysis
on specific
safcquards
being used.
Additionally,

HUD's vulnerability
assessments
were not
different
Forms were used.
According
to HlJD, the
assistant
secretaries
were given the flexibility
to develop their
own vulnerability
assessment format since the process was new and
untested.
As a result,
the three headquarters
areas we reviewed-the offices
of Housing,
Community Planning
and Development,
and
Admlnlstration-used three different
vulnerability
assessment formats,
each asking different
questIons.
F9r example,
the Office
of
Housing's
vulnerability
assessment form, in addressing
the inherent r~c;k factor-Impact outside
the agency--asked
of the subcomponent deals with outside
contractors,
other HUD organizations,
public
individuals,
private
sector organizations
(e.g.,
mortgapublic
housing
agencies,
block
grantees,
etc.),
other
west
federal
agencies,
state and local government
agencies,
and the
Congress.
However, the Office
of Community Planning
and Development's Form in addressing
the same subject
asked the following
questions:
uniform

becallqe

the number of third-party
lacking
in expertise?

beneficiaries

--IS
--

Is the program delivered
history
of poor program

--Does adequate monitoring
assure protection
from

through third
administration?

extensive
parties

with

and/or

a

of third
parties
take place to
fraud,
waste, and mismanagement?

Although
HUD's various
forms addressed the vulnerability
of
its programs and functions,
using a standardized
vulnerability
as5cssment form has advantages.
A standardized
form would eliminate the need for different
sets of instructions.
It would also
facilitate
department-wide
quality
assurance
reviews by ellminating the need for the reviewers
to become familiar
with several
different
forms and evaluate
their
usage.
10
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Nrhctl to
Ac)c-umc>ntat----1ot-1.
-.~ IrnJjr-ove7-----‘----‘--of-.-- t h6h
6~va
1
ua
t
ion
----___---- -_ -_----- Eroces:,
Our rev lr_*w of‘ ilIJI1’:;
:;eqmtbnt inq process4
and a sample
of vulcontrol
reviews disclosed
that
nthrat, i 1 i t y ac;q;tz5‘;mc*nt:; and internal
For example, HIJD
do(.um(bntat ion of t he J)t-occtr;s could be improved.
(I Id not tlorurnt~nt t hcs factors
c-onsi(lerrr’d in establishing
its as5t~t;5at,1 r’ 1111
1t $.
In tlli? regard,
we noted that HUD did not provide
drlrqudt-P ~juidan~~~~ on t-he extent or t ypc of documentation
necesCc,rnplt~tc~
documentntlon
of the internal
control
evaluation
:;ciry.
J)roc(~:,~;~‘$ would fa4 11 tat e subs(:quent
steps in the evaluation
pro(‘CA
s s , future
and independent
assessments
of
yC%at-5’ evaluations,
the% qu311ty of IiUD’s internal
control
evaluation
process.

should maintain
adequate
OMI\ guide1 ine:; state that agencies
wrlttcn
documentation
for activities
in connection
with vulnerabil ity as:;c~s~;ments, intcArna1 control
revlcws,
and follow-up
act ions to provlcle a permanent record of the methods used, personthe key factors
considered,
and the
nel lnvolvfhd and tt\eLr roles,
cone,1 II:; lone; rcacThcbd.
The OMl3 guidelines
indicate
that this inforrndt ion will
be ur,eful
for revicwlnq
the validity
of conclusions
evaluating
the performance
of individuals
involved
in the
reached,
a:i:;(‘s5m~~nt c: dnd rev 1c’ws , and performing
subsequent
assessments
and
should be such that an
r(av i VW:;. WV t-)91 IC’VC’ that the documentation
aft (br examining
the documentat ion,
i ndc~p(~nd(~n t r6’vic-‘w(br rould,
reviewer.
r Pa c h t h P (;ame CC)n c 1 II s i ( ) n a CT the oriqinal
Whllcb fIIJD provided
some guldanccin its Draft Internal
C’ontrol Handbook on the type of documentation
necessary
for interguidance on
nal cant t-o1 rev 1cws , HlJD did not develop agency-wide
The
evaluation
process.
documfantat ion requl r(amt:ntr, for the entire
of the methods used, persondraft
handbook rcqul r-es documentation
and conclusions
reached in internal
n t’ 1 ~nvolvr~d
and their
roles,
cant rol
rev1 (hws. I:owfavc*r , the handbook does not cover documentaassesst ion recju 1 rernen t i, for- the segment lng or the vulnerability
ment phsstls c>f the eval uat ion process.

and vulnerability
assessment
of HUD’<; segmentation
For example, while
w~‘akr~lc?s~,e~,In documentation.
unit went through a detailed
process to deterfor the determinations
m i n 6~ 1 t s a 2 s (1%7 a t-j1 r! II n i t. $ , the rationale
our random sample of vulnerability
was not documentfd.
Similarly,
ac;‘;essment :i d1:;clo:;~d
inconsistencies
in documenting
the basis for
on the vulnerability
assessment
respon5e5 to individual
questions
forms.
For example , some of the Off ice of Housing staff
who prequespared vt11 nerahl 1 it-y as5(~:;C;rn(~ntI, told us that in answering
t Ion’; on the v\~lnrirdbl 1 lty ac,:;essment forms, they consulted
with
or In the field
but
did not prepare a record
staff
in headquarters
Our

review

process, d lnclost~d
each organlzatlonal

components and then
4Divlding
ttlc a(jency into organlzatlonal
and administrative
functions
within
each compoprograms,
units,
to waste, loss, unauthornent , to be ac;ser;sc*d for vulnerability
ized use, or misappropriation.
11
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of thtbs(* discussions.
In contrast,
one Housing vulnerability
a~;:;c:,:;ment had more than 30 pages of narrative
discussion
to supiJc)rt responses
to questions
on the assessment form.
AlSO, the Office
of Community Planning
and Development*s
and
Of'frctl of Administration's
vulnerability
assessments did not
always contain
references
to documentation
supporting
answers to
yuestLons.
For example, the vulnerability
assessment
for the
~~dm~r~l:~tratlon of the section
312 loan program (a direct
federal
loan program for urban rehabllltatlon)
had a question
concerning
wtlethctt- recordkeeping
and documentation
practices
were adequate
for the program.
The response on the vulnerability
assessment
form was "Yes," but the form did not show the basis for the
answer.
Our review of internal
control
reviews disclosed
that the
quality
of documentation
varied among the HUD organizations.
For
example,
the UUD staff
member performing
the internal
control
review In the Office
of the Deputy Under Secretary
for Field Coordlnation
told us he talked
to regional
staff
and reviewed
files
in
field
off Ices, but he did not document this.
In contrast,
the
offlcc-: of Administration
documented the work it performed
on Its
Internal
control
reviews.
Need
to Improve
of ADP internal

evaluation
controls

HUD relies
heavily
on ADP systems for Its accounting
and
flndnclal
management operations
and spends over $30 million
annually
on automated systems.
While HUD reviewed parts of its general ADP controls
and considered
application
controls
In vulnerablllty
assessments
for a few of Its 130 ADP systems,
it did not
emphdslze ADP reviews and did not establish
organizational
rt~~,ponslbillty
for evaluating
ADP controls
or provide guidance on
how to evaluate
such controls.
RDP general
controls
govern overall
functions
such as organlzatlon
and management, systems development,
and computer operat ion:, . General controls
affect
the quality
of services
rendered
to Sy:jtPln users and are usually
evaluated
by ADP managers as part
of an agency's
review of the general
control
environment.
ADP
application
controls
are part of software
systems and control
the
r]uc\llty
of data rnput,
processing,
and output.
Application
control:;
at-c! usually
evaluated
by the program managers who use the
%yy,t <km<,. The scope of general
controls
1s broad, as these consystems.
In contrast,
t t-01 :; df Eect most ADP hardware and software
,jppl lcdt ion controls
are narrower
in scope and relate
to specific
ADI' t d:;kc; in individual
software
applications.
control
guldellnes
do not include
clear guldHlJD' s internal
(lnce r)n how ADP controls
However, HUD's Ofshould be considered.
free of Information
Pollcles
and Systems gave some consideration
to ADP general
controls.
This Office
is responsible
for admlnlsterlng,
coordinating,
and implementing
HUD'S informatron
policies
12
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and plans,
and for providing
information
management and ADP services.
The Office
made eight vulnerability
assessments,
three of
which dealt with ADP general
controls.
Two vulnerability
assessments
addressed general
controls
relating
to data center protection,
and the other addressed systems
design,
development,
and
modification.
The Office
did not review application
controls,
although HUD recently
had a contractor
review the effectiveness
of
the security
and application
control
features
of 4 of its 130 ADP
systems.
HUD did not establish
organizational
responsibility
for
assessing
ADP application
controls
and did not identify
any of its
approximately
130 ADP systems as assessable
units.
The Deputy
Director
of Information
Policies
and Systems told us that the ADP
systems were not identified
as assessable
units because ADP controls
should have been reviewed as part of the particular
program
or functional
assessable
unit in which each ADP system is being
utilized.
However, this was not done.
For example, neither
the
Office
of Administration's
nor the Office
of Community Planning
and Development's
vulnerability
assessments
assessed ADP conThe Housing vulnerability
assessment form had only one
trols.
question
which addressed application
controls.
It asked if approThis question,
however,
is
priate
application
controls
were used.
general
and does not describe
which application
controls
to review
Because HUD relies
heavily
on ADP systems
within
an ADP system.
for its accounting
and financial
manaqement operations,
a thorough
evaluation
of these system controls
is an important
aspect of
HUD's overall
internal
control
evaluation
process.
Need
---more attention
--- quality
----to-7 give assurance
to
-guidance
for performing
quality
HUD does not have specific
assurance
reviews of the internal
control
evaluation
process.
HIJD's internal
control
handbook does not specify
criteria
for
determining
when or how quality
assurance procedures
should be
performed
in such areas as vulnerability
assessments
and internal
control
reviews.
HUD also lacks a formalized
process at the
departmental
level to ensure that individual
assessments
and
reviews are performed
adequately
and consistently.
According
to OMB's internal
control
guidelines,
agencies
should provide
for quality
control
over the entire
internal
conAgencies should also develop a monitortrol
evaluation
process.
ing system to assure that assessments
and reviews are performed
HUD's guidance
states
that vulnerability
assessments,
adequately.
preliminary
reviews,
and internal
control
reviews will
be evaluated selectively
by the Office
of Administration
to determine
if
the handbook requrrements
have been met.
However, the handbook
does not provide
criteria
for determining
when or how the quality
assurance
reviews should be made.

13
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The HUD Internal
Control
Coordinator
told us that his office
is trying
to approach the quality
assurance process from a broad
standpoint-determining
whether the vulnerability
assessments and
internal
control
reviews
identify
all major problems rather
than
just reviewing
the adequacy of the documentation.
He said that
the Office
of Administration
performed
some quality
evaluations
of
vulnerability
assessments but kept no records.
A 1982 OMB review
team had also determined
that HUD did not perform consistent
quality control
reviews of its vulnerability
assessments.
Recently,
the Office
of Administration
has begun to perform quality
assurance evaluations
of individual
preliminary
reviews and internal
control
reviews.
HUD supervisors
and internal
control
coordinators
in HUD
organizational
units also made some quality
evaluations
of vulnerability
assessments.
For example,
in the Public Housing Program,
the Office
Director
reviewed the vulnerabilrty
assessments performed by his staff
and found some inconsistency
between individual vulnerability
assessment ratings
and overall
rankings.
On the
basis of his knowledge and experience
in the program, he revised
the rating
and overall
ranking
of several
vulnerability
assessments.
Also, in Community Planning
and Development,
the Office
of
Management reviewed completed vulnerability
assessments.
Several vulnerability
assessment preparers
told us that revisions
resulting
from this review consisted
primarily
of adding a narrative explanation
to or citing
sources of information
for answers
to yuestions
on the vulnerability
assessment form.
Conclusions
HUD has made progress
in complying
with the Federal Managers'
Financial
Integrity
Act by creating
a solid
framework
for improvannual statement
ing its internal
controls.
However, in his first
the Secretary
concluded
that
to the President
and the Congress,
HUD'S review of its internal
controls
had not progressed
to the
point where he could provide
full
assurance
that the act's objectives had been met and outlined
actions
to complete the evaluation
process.
Although
HUD has accomplished
much in implementing
the
act, we found several
areas that can be strengthened
as HUD
continues
its internal
control
evaluation
process.
Proposals,
agency
and our evaluation
In a draft

of

comments,
this

report,

we proposed

that

the Secretary

of

HUD:
--Extend
the vulnerability
assessment process to include
all
field
office
tiers,
revise
the assessment forms to require
a separate
preliminary
evaluation
of safeguards,
and
standardize
the various
assessment forms used by the
different
HUD organizations.
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--Establish
quidance to ensure that sufficient
documentation
1s developed
and retained
to provide
a record of procedures
considered
in reaching
overall
used? bases, and factors
conclusions
on segmenting,
vulnerability
assessments,
and
rnternal
control
reviews.
--Ensure
that ADP controls
are evaluated
as part of the
internal
control
evaluation
process.
To assist
in accomplishing
this,
HUD should assign organizational
responsibility
and establish
guldelines
for evaluating
ADP
controls.
--Establish
specific
criteria
on the type and extent of quality assurance procedures
that HUD's Internal
Control
Coordinator
should perform on the internal
control
evaluation
process.
In commenting on a draft
of this report,
HUD generally
agreed
with these proposals
(except the proposal
on vulnerability
assessments) and stated
that it had taken or planned to take action
to
address these proposals.
HUD stated
that it had initiated
actions
to improve its evaluation
of ADP controls
and planned to implement
HUD further
a qualrty
assurance
review during
fiscal
year 1984.
stated
that it had taken steps to improve documentation
of the
citing
its revised
vulnerability
assessment
evaluation
process,
and preliminary
review guides which prescribe
the documentation
required
to be developed
and retained.
With respect
to our proposal
concerning
vulnerability
assessHUD stated
ments, H(JD indicated
that the process is evolving.
that it had recognized
field
office
involvement
in its completed
vulnerability
assessments
and that they had included
a preliminary
HUD
evaluation
of safeguards
although
not as a separate
category.
also stated
that it had standardized
the field
assessment forms
on the basis of its experience
with different
headquarters'
forms.
HUD further
took the position
that it was desirable
to
develop and modify its initial
internal
control
system before
involving
its field
operations
and questioned
whether extending
the process at this time to all field
office
tiers
would be cost
effective.
We share HUD's concerns relating
to its vulnerability
assessment process and believe
that it is important
to ensure that
the assessments
accurately
reflect
HUD's operations.
In view of HUD's general
responsiveness
to our proposals,
we
We plan to
have not included
any recommendations
in this report.
monitor
HUD's progress
as part of our continuing
review of federal
agencies'
implementation
of the act.
In its comments, HUD also stated that our draft
report
was
largely
negative,
emphasizing
perceived
weaknesses rather
than
HUD's accomplishments,
thus, leaving
the overall
impression
that
HIJD had not done a good job.
HUD further
stated that the proposals contained
in our draft
were stated
in HUD's Inspector
General's
report
and have been accepted by HUD. HUD also stated that
15
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our draft
reflected
little
awareness; that HUD, like other agentics,
had to establish
new procedures
and that HUD recognized
t.hat
full
adherence to the act could not be accomplished
in thp first
yclar dnd desiqned
its strategy
with this in mind.
Although
we believe
our draft
report
included
considerable
discussion
of HUD's accomplishments,
we have made several
revis1on.c; to the draft
to further
reflect
HUD's positive
efforts.
We
rrhcoqnlze that many of the findings
and proposals
made In our
draft
report
were similar
to those contained
in HUD's Inspector
GenrAral's
report.
However, as we discussed
earlier
in our draft
report,
and as recognized
in HUD's comments, we worked closely
with HUD's Office
of Inspector
General during
the review.
Accordingly,
it is not surprising
that our findings
would be
:;lmilar.
We also recognize
that reviewing
internal
controls
under the
act 1s an ongoing process.
We have previously
described
HUD's
progress
and, in several
instances,
HUD's planned actions.
We
offered
our proposals
to augment HUD's ongoing internal
control
process and Its planned future
efforts.
ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS SHOULD BE REVIEWED FOR
COMPLIANCE WITH PRINCIPLES AND STANDARDS
HUD did not evaluate
its accounting
systems for compliance
with the Comptroller
General's
accounting
principles
and standards
and related
requirements.
In its first-year
report,
HUD described
serious
basic problems with its accounting
systems and stated
that
the systems are not In full
compliance
with these principles,
standards,
and related
requirements.
However, HUD is committing
substantial
resources
to have systems in place by fiscal
year 1987
which ~111 meet these requirements.
Section
4 of the act requires
that each annual statement
prepared
under section
2 of the act include
a report
on whether
the agency's
accounting
systems conform to the Comptroller
General's
principles,
standards,
and related
requirements.
The
Budget and Accounting
Procedures
Act of 1950 requires
agencies
to
establish
accounting
and internal
control
systems that conform to
these principles
and standards,
and the Comptroller
General has
stated
that agencies
should evaluate
their
accounting
systems for
compliance.
HUD's accounting
organization
is divided
into two groups--one
for general
and program accounting
and one for mortgage insurance
accounting.
Within
the first
group, HUD has three automated accounting
systems --General
Administrative,
Assisted
Housing,
and
Program.
These three systems account for HUD's salary
and expense
appropriation,
a working
capital
fund, and about half of HUD's
housing assistance,
grant,
and loan program approprlatlons.
The
remainder
of HUD's appropriations
are accounted
for manually,
outside
of these systems.
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Srbventeen independently
operated
automated subsystems,
as
are located
in the mortgage insurance
WC11 a:: manual processes,
dc-count
lnq group.
Thrs group covers single-family
and multifamily
insured
home
improvement
and mobile home loans,
lnsurthd mortyages,
rrspa 1 r:; to HUD-owned propert les, and insurance
premium collect ion:;.
In his
first
out 1 1ned numerous

annual

statement
under the act, the Secretary
with the general
and program accounting
qroup'~;
systems.
He noted that these automated systems consist
of
1nclrbpr>ndent , stand-alone
applications
that are cumbersome and
costly
to change or enhance, are error-prone
because of manual
int~~rf~ces,
are difficult
to control,
and time-consuming
to operthe
In our recent report
entitled
Increasing
ate and reconcile.
Department
of Housing and Urban Development’s
Effectiveness
Through Improved Management (GAO/RCED-84-9,
Jan. 10, 1984 ) , we
We noted
rtbportt&d similar
problems with HUD’s accounting
systems.
that these systems provided
inaccurate
and incomplete
data and
that they were labor intensive
because of the many manual accountlncl and reporting
functions.
problems

In response to the general
and program accounting
group’s
HUD developed
an April
1983
plan to design and
problems,
1mpl~~ment a new system to integrate
the existing
systems into a
c-lnglc automated accounting
structure.
In this new system, HUD
comprehensive,
and fully
illans to provide
flexible,
maintainable,
nutomatrAd systems capabilities.
According
to HUD, a major effort
ic; underway to implement
d new Federal Housing Administration
mc,rtyaqc~
insurance
accounting
system.
For development
purposes,
thtb accounting
system has been divided
by programs and functions
Into 11 separate
prolects.
HUD said that accounting
services
or
:,oftwarc
available
in the private
sector are belnq used whenever
The 11 prolects
are in
ff?a1$1ble to meet needs at the least cost.
various
c,tages of completion.
c,yrternr;'

HUD 1s committing
substantial
resources
to the design of new
account lnq systems
and expects to have systems in place by fiscal
meet
our accounting
systems'
principles
and
ytbar 1987 that will
c,tandards.
However, in the past, HUD has experienced
problems
in
dcvcloplng
automated systems.
In our January 1984 report,
we dec;crihfAd a number of problems HUD had encountered
in developing
automdtrad systems
and stated
that many of the problems could be
developtraced to the nerad for better
management of the system's
in our work at
Additionally,
ment and implementation
process.
other federal
agencies,
we have frequently
found accounting
systems
opf*rating
differently
from the manner specified
in their
dcaslqn.
WC..believe
a program to document and test the systems
as they
arcA redeslqned
would help HUD avold the problems experienced
in
t hc pac,t . Basically,
the purpose of system
documentation
1s to
provide
a clear and comprehensive
descrlptlon
of such things
as a
sy5tem
' s objectives,
methods of operations,
established
procelocations,
control
features,
(lures, t’qurpment
used, operating
17
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‘~fX?Cl~~
Chd~?iCt~rlStlCS,
and end
port<; and financial
statements.
narrative
descriptions,
flowcharts,
and charts
that are sufficiently
to provide
a ready understanding
and features.

products
such as accounting
reThe documentation
itself
includes
procedures
manuals,
schedules,
detailed
and logically
organized
of a system's
design,
operation,

Such information
is needed to design the testing
procedures
nccckssary to determine
if a system operates
properly.
Properly
documented systems also have other advantages.
For example, good
documcntatron
(1) provides
all employees with a consistent
understanding
of the system's
established
operating
procedures
and
requirements,
(2) facilitates
training
of new employees,
(3) prov l(j (2 $5 for
a permanent record of changes made to equipment
and
operating
procedures,
and (4) facilitates
reviews by outside
I)arties
and lessens the need for employees to spend time explainincj :>ystems.
Effective
testing
can show whether systems are operating
consistently,
effectively,
and in accordance
with established
po 1 Lc i e :; and procedures.
Generally,
specific
testing
methods are
developed
on the basis of a system's
particular
design and feat u re .c; To be economically
feasible,
the tests employed should be
deslgied
to focus on a system's
key controls
and features.
For
tt11:; reason, good system documentation
greatly
simplifies
the proCf'S t; of designing
tests because it clearly
identifies
the key feat u 1e E; and operations.
Conclusions
In his first
annual statement
to the President
and the
Congress,
the Secretary
concluded
that HUD'S accounting
systems
do not comply with our accounting
principles
and standards.
HUD
did not evaluate
its accounting
systems for compliance
with our
principles
and standards
because it is redesigning
the systems and
By documenting
and testing
the
expects the new systems to comply.
systems as they are redesigned,
HUD could determine
whether the
systems are operating
consistently,
effectively,
and in accordance
with established
policies
and procedures.
This would help HUD
avoid developing
systems that do not comply with our principles
and also avoid the cost and effort
required
to
and standards
change automated systems after
they are implemented.
Proposal,
agency
and our evaluation

comment,

we proposed that the Secretary,
HUD,
In our draft
report,
require
documenting
and testing
of the accounting
systems as they
are redesigned
to help ensure their
compliance
with our principles
and standards.
In commenting on our draft,
(see app. III),
HUD
r;tdtc'd that it needed to document and test the accounting
systems
a:; they are redesigned.
Because of HUD'S responsiveness,
we have
We plan to monitor
not included
a recommendation
in our report.
as part of our continuing
review of federal
tilll)' s progress
cfclj(hnciet;' implementation
of the act.
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HUD'S MATERIAL WEAKNESSESAS REPORTED IN THE
SECRETARY'S STATEMENT, DATED DECEMBER 30,

1983

The following
is a summary
of material
weaknesses disclosed
In HUD's evaluation
of its system
of internal
accounting
and admlnlstrative
control.
HOUSING AND PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
General

weakness

Income
Certification:
Inadequate
verification
of program
participant
or recipient
data may not detect
false or fraudulent
certifications,
thus, leading
to payment of benefits
beyond
actual
eligibility
limits
and program participation
by
ineligible
applicants.
-Housinq

Proceeds are not always
Title
I Property
Improvement
Loans:
used for intended
purposes after
loan has been approved and
borrower
has
received
funds.
Weaknesses
Single-Family
Property
Disposition
(Procurement):
in supervision
and monitoring
of procurement
actions
for
property
maintenance
and repair
have resulted
in fraud.
Lack of field
office
Single-Family
Valuation:
reviews of appraisal
reports
during high-volume
lead to questionable
commitments
and, ultimately,
payoffs
by HUD for defaulted
mortgages.

desk and field
periods
may
inflated

WeakMultifamily
Financing
and Preservation
(Contracting):
nesses in HUD's field
organization
structure,
such as lack Of
separation
of contracting
duties
and in supervision
and monitoring
of property
disposition
procurement
functions,
may
lead to fraud and waste.
Multifamily
Financing
and Preservation
(Management and
Sales):
Rental delinquencies
have limited
the ability
to
manage
debt collection
by reducing
cash flow.
Multifamily
Financing
and Preservation
(HUD Servicing):
Workout agreements
are not processed
in a timely
manner and
have not been adequately
monitored
to ensure compliance
with
terms because
of a lack of established
monitoring
requiremcants
and techniques
for use in monitoring
agreements.
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Public

and Indian

housing

Administration
of Contract
Award:
Projects
are approved
which require
amendment funding because of undetected
poor
initial
design or nonconformance
with minimum standards.
Lead-Based

Paint Abatement:
HUD has not developed
to ensure that 24 CFR Part 35, which
each Assistant
Secretary
to develop and implement
to verify,
inspect,
and eliminate
lead-based
paint
residential
structure
which receives
federal
funds,
effectively
and efficiently
administered.

quate

system

an aderequires
procedures
in any
is

Technical
Policy
and Procedure
Implementation
(PreConstruction):
Projects
are approved that may not be
designed
for the intended
use,
or overfunded
with little
no consideration
for cost constraints
because of a lack
management goals,
performance
and monitoring
standards,
staff
training.

or
of
or

Technical
Policy
and Procedure
Implementation
(PostConstruction):
Processing
is not completed
in a timely
manner, and projects
are not efficiently
moved through development, construction,
and post-construction
phases because of a
lack of trained
and skilled
staff.
Homeownership
selection
Turnkey III
(Homeownership
Program):
criteria
for incoming program participants
and provisions
of
the Turnkey III Homebuyer Agreement are not enforced.
Comprehensive
Improvement
Assistance
Program (Modernization):
Public
Housing Agencies funded for modernization
have experienced delays
in construction
programs and mismanagement of
funds because
of
a lack of monitoring
by HUD. An Office
of
Inspector
General audit also revealed
that field
offices
need
to improve monitoring
of public
housing authorities'
comprehensive modernization
plans,
need to reduce excess modernization advances,
and need to ensure that the authorities
have
obtained
required
energy audits.
Public
Housing Financial
Management:
Some public
housing
authorities
have received
overpayments
of the Performance
Funding System operating
subsidy by understating
projections
of local
income used in subsidy calculations.
Problems go
undetected
through weaknesses in monitoring
of income
proJections.
Architectural
Fees:
Architectural
primarily
for design and inspection
HUD does not require
public
ects.
select
architects
on a competitive
tects'
fees when hiring
architects
low-income
housing.
Thus, the fees
otherwise
be charged.
20
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GObRNMENT NATIONAL MORTGAGEASSOCIATION
Reconciliation
of Guaranty Fees:
Discrepancies
between fees
reported
and fees collected
have not been detected
in a
timely
fashion,
adversely
affecting
cash flow.
Fiscal
Procedures
of Federal National
Mortgage Association:
Monitoring
of operations
conducted by Federal National
Mortgage Association
for Government National
Mortgage Association
(funds collection,
safekeeping,
remittance,
and payments) has
not always been timely
and comprehensive,
potentially
allowing income losses to go undetected.
Final Certifications:
carried
out properly,
mortgages are federally

Final Certifications
leading
to questionable
underwritten.

may not be
assurances

that

COMMUNITY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
Community Development
Block Grant Program (Lump-Sum Drawdowns):
Lump-sum drawdown provisions
raise the possibility
of community development
block grant recipients
drawing down
program regulations,
and
amounts in excess of need, violating
causing additional
interest
cost to the Treasury.
Section
312 Rehabilitation
Loan Program (Program Requirements):
Inadequate
or improper
loans are approved and properties
are rehabilitated
with excessive
rehabilitation
costs
because of poor comprehension
by HUD local staff
and locality
personnel
of program requirements.
HUD's
Section
312 Rehabilitation
Loan Program (Monitoring):
lack of monitoring
private
mortgage banking firms under contract
poses a potential
problem in detecting
irregularities
in the handling
of cash for Section
312 loan repayments.
Community Development
Rlock Grants (Administrative
Expenses):
Unclear procedural
requirements
and regulation
definitions
have allowed
community development
block grants grantees
to
exceed the 20-percent
limit
on administrative
and planning
expenses,
reducing
the amount available
for actual
community
development
block grant activities.
Grantee
Community Development
Rlock Grants (Program Income):
income derived
from interest,
repayments,
and other program
activities
may only be used for certain
purposes by recipients per law and regulation.
Inadequate
monitoring
and procedural
controls
may permit
unallowable
expenditures
to go
undetected.
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ADMINISTRATION
Offlce
of Finance and Accounting:
To fully
comply with
Circular
A-123 and to continue
the work initiated
under a
Joint review of the internal
control
of accounting
systems by
the Office
of Finance and Accounting
and the Office
of
Tnspector
General,
the Office
of Finance and Accounting
contracted
with a certified
public
accounting
frrm to perform
internal
control
reviews to assess the adequacy of and idenAs of Septemtify
weaknesses in HUD's accounting
processes.
ber 30, 1983, 17 of the scheduled
32 internal
control
reviews
had been completed
which identified
108 weaknesses requiring
corrective
actions.
While most of the individual
weaknesses
are not of a significant
magnitude
to be included
in the
response to the President,
taken as a whole, the reviews
indicate
the existence
of significant
procedural
and systemic
weaknesses in a number of HUD’s accounting
processes.
Personnel
Management:
Changes in duties,
responslbilitles,
and organizational
structures
over time, along with fragmentation
of functions,
may have resulted
in the misclassification of positions.
This could lead to overgrading
in higher
new classif
icagraded and supervisory
positions.
Moreover,
tion standards
and policies
issued by Office
of Personnel
Management may result
in misclassification
of some of HUD’s
current
staff.
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U S DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
ME SECRETARY
WASHINGTON.D C 20410
May
Honorable
Charles
A. Uowsher
Lornptroller
General
of the United
General
Accounting
Office
W~~~hrnqton,
DC 20548
D<@ar Mr

17,

1984

States

Bowsher:

Your
staff
has sent
to us the draft
report
and Urban
Development’s
First
Year
Implementation
Financial
lnteqrrty
Act.”
My staff
has prepared
copy
of it
is enclosed
for
your
information.

on

the “Department
of Housing
of the
Federal
Managers’
a detailed
response
and a

While
I appreciate
the modifications
to the draft
letter
as a result
of
discussions
between
your
staff
and our
Inspector
General’s
staff,
I want
you to know of my general
disappointment
at the
lack
of balance
in the report
<lnd for
its
total
emphasis
on perceived
weaknesses.
Indeed,
my own report
to the
President
last
December
acknowledged
recommendations
made by my Inspector
Gcncral
and indicated
that
we had more
to do to fully
achieve
the objectives
of
the Act or OMB Circular
A-123.
As you are aware,
the
recommendations
contained
In your
report
were
stated
in our
Inspector
General’s
report
of November
16,
1983 and have
been accepted
by the Department.
On the other
hand,
my report,
<I‘, Lie I I ds that
of the
Inspector
General,
also
fairly
presented
the
real
c~ccc~r~~pl
Jshments
we had made in the first
year
of implementation.
It
IS the recognition
of what
we had achieved
that
is sadly
lacking
in
the GAO draft
report.
While
the draft
transmittal
letter
has been modified
t,(b more bs lanced
, our concern
is that
the
report
will
be used
by itself
by
rrJ,jny and project
the wrong
image
of our accomplishments.
The draft
stresses
procedural
Inadequacies
as perceived
by GAO staff
but with
little
regard
to
iltidt
our
resul
ts were,
leaving
an overall
impression
that
we had not
really
cionc d clood job.
We are damned
with
faint
praise
in a statement
that
HUD
I 1I : mak I ng progress”
or by a reference
to our “positive
but
unfinished
work.”
The report
reflects
little
awareness
that
HUD, like
other
Federal
dqenc I es,
had to install
brand
new procedures
under
the Act,
develop
internal
1ri5tructJons,
inform
managers,
institute
training
programs
and provide
active
direction.
This
Department
showed
leadership
and innovation
in doing
so,
cleveloplnq
internal
guidelines
and procedures
which
were
pointed
out
to other
<lq<*rlL
I er,
by the OMB and the GAO itself
as models.
We knew that
full
adherence
to the Act
could
not be accomplished
within
the first
year
and designed
our
s,trateqy
WI th
that
in mind.
The GAO’s
report
furnishes
no hint
that
it
IJrld(‘rs tood
our approach,
and it expends
much effort
in identifying
things
to
tJ(b done of wh Ich we al ready
knew.
I understand
that,
based
upon subsequent
th 1s tone
rrrvct I rlq’a,
will
be changed
in order
to give
a more balanced
nlcturc
of our accompl
ishments.
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I am sure
you are aware
that
the success
of the Federal
Managers’
Financial
Implementation
of the Act
Integrity
Act
requires
the support
of managers.
is time
consuming
and requires
considerable
resources,
and compels
us to
focus
on the most
significant
areas
of vulnerability.
A report
of thus
kind
reflects
little
awareness
of what we have
tried
to do or the burdens
placed
upon managers
who are not audi tors.
As such it threatens
to undermine
our
efforts.
We need
support
from
the GAO, not a listing
of relatively
minor
frndings
which
are not
reflective
of results.
Our managers
will
not
find
such
support
in this
report.
We are also
concerned
about
the adverse
impact
on
other
agencies
of such a negative
report
on an agency
which
both
the O/lb and
YOU have called
a leader
in implementation
of the Act.
If al 1 our effort
to be a leader
is treated
in such a negative
fashion,
the
incentive
of other
agencies
to aspire
to our
levels
of accomplishment
will
be seriously
undermined.

successful
implementation
1s of utmost
act's
we have tried
to hlghllght
I-IUD acreport,
as dlscusslng
ways
complishments
in lmplementlng
the act as well
Our
intent
1s
In which lmplementatlon
efforts
can be enhanced.
to hc:lp assure achievement
of the legislation's
goal--to
reduce
[GAO
Comment:
rmportance.

fraud

,

waste,

government

The

In

our

and

abuse

and lrnprove

management

of

federal

operations.]

Although
the
report
notes
that
the GAO’s
effort
was a joint
undertaking
with
our Office
of Inspector
General,
evidence
of such
partnership
is not
found
In the GAO’s
draft.
I was appreciative
of GAO’s
cooperation
with
our
Office
of Inspector
General
in conducting
a joint
audit
of the
internal
control
program
in order
to save
the
time
of our
program
managers
and our
Internal
control
coordinators.
I would
like
to suggest
to you formally
(as
my staff
has already
discussed
with
your
staff
informally)
that
serious
consideration
be given
to the preparation
of a joint
report
on any future
joint
audr t.
The Department
would
then
receive
one set of comments
and one report
on
its
activities
and thereby
eliminate
the need
to review
and respond
to two
different
audit
reports
on the same set of facts
and findings
at different
t Imes.
While
I recognize
there
are many reasons
why GAO and OIG cannot
do
Jornt
revlews
and reports
in all
cases,
it would
seem to me that
FMFIA
lmplemcntatlon
IS an area
where
a joint
report
could
be feasible
and result
In savings
and efficiencies
to all
parties
concerned.

this

I earnestly
Department

hope
that
in a more

the final
balanced

report
fashion.

Enclosure
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U S DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
WASHINGTON

M<iy

I-7,

DC 20410
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Mr. ,T. :)exter Peach
Uirector
Hes0urf ' es . Community and
rlronomic Development Divlslon
Ylnited States General Accounting
Washir@on,
IX 20548

Office

Dear Mr. Peach.
Wfa have reviewed your proposed report
entitled
"Department
of Housing and
TJrhrin Development's
First
Year Implementation
of the Federal p4anager-Q’
F1nanriril
Integrity
Act" (RCED-84-140).
Our detailed
comments are enclosed.
T tipprociate
the draft
modifications
to the cover letter
which you have
I~scu:L~:~P~ with our Inspector
General.
These changes in tone respond to our
disappointment
with the negativism
of the original
letter,
particularly
in view
(Jf
the fact that both the Office
of Management and Budget COMB) and GAO have
indic:itr*d
to III, thcit we are one of the leaders
in the Federal Government in
implf~mf~rit
ition
c~f’ t,he Federal
Managers'
Financial
Integrity
Act (FMFIA) and OMB
(Ii rcllliir
A-123.
The firaft
report,
however,
1s still
remains largely
negative
In
torlf’,
cSoncentr;it,lnp,
on our "unfinished
work" rather
than our positive
dC(:mlJl
lClhmPrltS.
:;lnco the report
will
stand on its own, separate
from the
we brllevc
the draft
will
need changes in the tone to correspond
with
libttcr,
t,hr rrAvlG,Pd letter.
We understand
that,
based of subsequent
meetings,
this tone
~111 be changed in order to give a more balanced picture
of our accomplishments.
F'urthpr,
tht* rPvl'jC+d letter
and the draft
report
contain
lnaccuracles.
Both
rfzqul rp ';~~nlfirant
modlflcatlon
in order to accurately
reflect
our efforts.
Our rAnclosed detarled
comments concern your
tl:ivf> rt~r:t'ivrri
I nf'9rmally , and the orlglnal
draft
i,hf> f‘o 1 10~1 ng c~oncept:; In fmnd:
--

revised
report.

cover letter,
which we
They are written
with

The C)MRguldellnes
were provided
to each agency as guidance
In the
tievelopment
of rts own speclflc
plan In the most efficient
and
effective
manner consistent
with each agency's
unique mission and
organizational
5tructuro.
OMB stressed
the newness of the internal
control
process,
and agencies
were encouraged to innovate.
Training
"from the bottom up," ln which agencies
shared unique experiences
and
approaches,
was the basis for OMB's trainlng
efforts.
The GAO draft
rAmphaslzr:; FL rl<:ld adherence to the guidelines
rather
than a portrayal
of thrz agency actlvlty
and the results
achieved.

Our draft
discussed
[ (;A(1 Comment :
tion
tl(‘t 1 v 1 t 1 t-Ls and accompl
ir,hments.
rr*vl:;tbc-l
to q~ve
further
recognition

HUD’s
internal
control
evaluaThis
final
report
has been
to these
accomplishments.]
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The Department's
submission
to the President
and the Congress on the
FMFIA went into a detailed
explanation
of our implementation
methodology
and rationale including
the focus on national
programs,
accountability
of top management, experimentation
and innovation,
development
of needs, skills,
and knowledge in managerial
staff
and
decisions
for a staff-level
support
structure.
The GAO draft
apparently
ignores our extensive
explanation
and instead
includes
random, episodic
comments from interviews
with "housing
staff"
as
support
for Its conclusions.

WC attempted
to rc?cognlze
HUD's
[GAO Comment:
ratlonalc
and have rcvrsed
our report
to reflect
mation provided
by HUD in its comments.
--

III

methodology
addltlonal

and
Infor-

The draft also ignores the broad range of managerial
involvement
In the
stage, when OMB and GAO guidelines
process,
particularly
at the initial
are not relevant
Many of the remarks in the draft
were still
in draft.
at
the
time
the work was
because the guidance quoted was not available
the
GAO
standards
for
internal
controls
For example,
accomplished.
1983
or
four
months
prior
to
completion
were not issued until
June 1,
GAO has previously
stated
Moreover,
of the first
cycle of evaluations.
of
implementation
is
a
multi-year
effort.
publicly
that the process
the significant
activity
by HUD under preliminary
reviews
Tn adlltion,
has been all but ignored.

.ation process is a
We recognize
that the implementation
[GAO Comment:
in
our
draft
report
to
bposals
and
we
made
proposals
multi-year
effort,
evaluation
efforts.
We
enhance HUD’s future
internal
control
evaluation
efforts.
We
better
address OMR
OMR
believe
HIID's
future
efforts
will
need to better
address
our
Furthermore, ?, while we believe
and GAO standards.
quidelines
>relimrnary
HUD’s
prelimrnary
reviews,
this
final
draft
report
did recoqnlze
them.]
to further * recoqnlze
report
has been revised
--

The HIJI) Off'lce of Inspector
General report
issued November 11, 1983 as
a result
of the joint
audit with GAO was discussed
extensively
with
management and represents
a fair picture
of the accomplishments
and
weakne:;:;e~ in our initial
effort.
The Office
of Inspector
General
report
wa.5 written
In a manner which would enable a third
party to get
xn accurate
picture
of the FMFIA activity
In HUD. The GAO draft,
five
months later,
did not capture
the same balance.

We wouLd apprer;latP
your further
review of the GAO draft
report
and Its
modlflc:itions
to lncllldo
tne more balanced description
of the internal
control
prr)cf:c;'j conducted
In fIIJ!). While the transmittal
letter
has been revised
as
not4
*above+ we ire c:oncerned that the letter
znd the report
can and WILL be
rhxad separ:i;ely
,inri, In fact,
will
present
a different
'rlew of the work
~:~~,nduc~t,edwlt,hi n t.hl '3 Department
on internal
control
Lmplementatlon.
Ylnally,
I ~a:; appreclatlve
of GAO's cooperation
with our Office
of
Inspector
Genercil In conducting
a joint
audit of the internal.
control
program
Ln order to save the time of our program managers and our Internal
control
('oordinators.
I would like to suggest to you formalLy
(as my staff
has already
d i c;~11'.
Il.,ed
with your staff
informally)
that serious
consideration
be given to tho
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~Jrr~jsLr'itlon
tjlrhn rrlcP1ve

of a joint
report
on any future
joint
audit.
The Department would
one set of comments and one report
on its activities
and thereby
tA:lrnlrl:ito
the
ne(>d to review and respond to two different
audit reports
on the
J~llllf' I;f't of fwts
i-rrvl findings.
While 1: recognize
there are many reasons why
;A0 :~r~ci off'lce
of Inspector
General cannot do joint
reviews and reports
in all
s 1 "X',, 1t WOllld r,cem to me that FMF‘TA implementation
is an area where a joint
r’+bport ~:oul~i be ferisible
<and result
in savings and efficiencies
to all parties
(‘1)nc*f~rnr~ci.
Should your staff
have any questions
them to Albert
J. Kliman,
Director,
Office
Sincerely,

Enclosure
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regarding
our comments,
of Budget, on 755-7296.

please

direct
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DETAILED COMMENTSON PROPOSEDGAO REPORT ENTITLED
"DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
FIRST YEAR IMPLEMEIVTATZON
OF THE
FEDERAL MANAGERS' FINANCIAL INTEGRITY ACT"
LETTER TO THE SECRETARY
COMMENT

LETTER REFERENCE

The draft
letter
is inconsistent
in Its
reference
as to whether the Offlce
of
Management and Budget COMB) guidelines
recommend action
or require
compliance.
We
along with OMB, that OMB guidelines
believe,
are for the agencies
to use and modify as
Guidelines
do not require
necessary.
compliance.
Hence, the reference
in
paragraphs
3 and 4 to "compliance"
and
should be eliminated.
"required"
The draft
letter
suggests that HUD's field
vulnerability
assessments
did not Lnclude our
Area Office
activity.
The letter
and report
do not recognize
that both Headquarters
and
Regional
Office
vulnerability
assessments
were
The fact
to consider
Field Office
activities.
that forms may not have been completed by
personnel
In those offlces
separately
from
those prepared by Reglonal Office
personnel
I$
a matter of agency Judgment on how to
Regional
efficiently
perform the process.
Office
staff
have in the past monitored
offices
vlthln
their
Jurisdiction
and are
competent to Judge their
vulnerability.
lMoreover,
some major Regions and Field Offices
are co-located
for operating
efficiency
as
well as providing
insight
to Reglonal
Vulnerability
Assessments preparers
on actual
The concept of
program operating
problems.
reasonable
assurance
(GAO General Standards)
does not require
that every locatlon
and
activity
be evaluated
without
consideration
of
the costs or benefits
involved.
In addition,
safeguards
were evaluated
as part
of our vulnerability
assessment process,
although
not as a separate
category
of
activity
as suggested by OMB guidelines.
[GAO Note:

Page references
which referred
have been revised
to correspond
references
in this
final
report.]
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to our draft
report
with the page

APPENDIX III
The letter
states
that we initiated
three
Internal
control
reviews,
when in fact we only
initiated
two internal
control
reviews
in our
program offices,
Housing and the Office
of the
Deputy Under Secretary
for Field Coordination.
The Office
of the Government National
Mortgage
Association
(GNMA) incorrectly
labeled
their
preliminary
review efforts
as internal
control
reviews.
This misunderstanding
has been
corrected
and our tracking
system has been
revised.
The draft
letter
should eliminate
any reference
to GNMA's efforts,
Including
its
use as an example.
In addition,
limiting
your comments to our
program internal
control
reviews
results
in a
biased and unbalanced
report.
For example, as
of January 31, 1984 we had 136 highly
and
moderately
vulnerable
administrative
and staff
functions
and we had completed
34*internal
control
reviews
In these areas.
Hlghllghting
only our program efforts
severely
understates
our true internal
control
review efforts.
The
draft
letter
should include
all of our
Internal
control
review efforts.
The use of the term "all"
regarding
our
evaluation
of our ADP systems 1s unfair
since
HUD has so many ADP systems that all of them
could not be reviewed
in a single
year.
The
draft
overlooks
that (a) all of HUD's ADP
systems are not equally
slgnlficant;
(b) parts
of the general
controls
were reviewed
(see
page 1'7 of the draft
report;
and (c) parts of
the application
controls
were reviewed
in the
vulnerablllty
assessments,
preliminary
reviews
and internal
control
reviews.
Again the report
highllghts
weaknesses and
does not recognize
our accomplishments.
In
our view, data systems
need to be reviewed as
the programs are revlewed and not in
isolation.
The draft
letter
should be revised
to include
our positive
efforts.
Ye already
have started
Implementing
several
of your recommendations
and would like to
receive
credit
for these actlons.

“[GAO

Note:

Subsequently,
21
internal

HUD Informed
control
reviews

report.]
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us that
it
as indicated

had

completed
In this

APPENDIX

III

APPENDIX

DRAFT REFERENCE

I'd@? 4 , paragraphs

5 & 6

III

COMMENT

The negative
tone of your draft
highlighted
in your phrase ". .
positive
but unfinished
work".
"uhfinished
work" emphasize our
without
accurately
acknowledging
accomplishments.

has been revised

letter
is
. HUD's
The words
weaknesses
our

[GAO Comment:

Report

Page 2, paragraph

2

OMB guidelines
are not requirements.
The
seven-phase
approach described
in your draft
is only a suggested approach.
The OMB
guidelines
states
that each Executive
Agency
is expected to use this guidance to assist
in
the development
of its own specific
plans in
order that management can perform a selfevaluation
of needed improvements,
and report
on its internal
control
system in the most
efficient
and effective
manner consistent
with
its own missions
and organizational
structure.
The draft
should be revised
to include
the
in reference
to OMB's
word "suggested"
approach.

Page 4, paragraph

1

Again your draft
implies
that OMB guldellnes
are a requirement.
The OMB approach 1s a
suggested approach and your draft
should be
revised
to reflect
this fact.

[GAO Comment:
1',1gc 4, paragraph

Report
2

[GAO Comment:

Report

I'd#U 4 , paragraph

5

has been revised

as

as

appropriate.]

appropriate.!

HUD's internal
control
coordinator
is Located
in the Office
of Budget. wlthln
the Office
of
Administration.
We suggest you revise your
draft
to more accurately
reflect
the placement
of the coordinator
In the Office
of Budget.
The draft
should also reflect
our February ?3,
1982 memorandum from the Under Secretary
to
the principal
staff
which initiated
the
process.

has been revised.]
Your draft
accurately
states
our vulnerability
assessment
Regional
Offices
In September
you fail
to mention that the
assessments
were not completed
November 30, 1983, making it
include
the Regional
Offices'
30

that we extended
process to our
However,
1983.
vulnerability
until
impossible
to
results
In our

APPENDIX

APPENDIX

III
first
annual statement.
alludes
to some motive
time as the reason for
results
from our letter.

[GAO Comment:

Report
has
for
excluding

I',lge 6, paragraph

1

been

revised
to
field
results.]

III

Your draft
language
other than the lack of
excluding
the field

include

HUD's

reasons

Since OMB guldellnes
cannot require
any
reviews
act ion, why state that our preliminary
were not required
by OMB? Instead,
your draft
should give u3 credit
for accomplishing
something
above and beyond OMB's suggested
approach.
Since we are currently
performing
preliminary
reviews on our moderately
vulnerable
units,
the draft
should be revised
to indicate
our
rather
than
what
was
planned
actual
efforts,
prior
to the end of your audit period.
Also,
it should be noted in your draft
that our
preliminary
reviews on the highly
vulnerable
areas resulted
in over 245 corrective
actions
being inltlated.
In
the
by
our
on
the

this paragraph
you accurately
include
all
internal
control
reviews that we completed
This paragraph
supports
*January 31, 1984.
objection
to your early statement
paragraph,
of the letter
to
page 2, first
As discussed
earlier
In our
Secretary.
you limited
yourself
to our program
comments,
internal
control
reviews,
gives the
impression
that we did not have a serious
internal
control
review effort
during 1983.
We suggest that this inconsistency
between the
letter
and the report
be corrected
by
acknowledging
all the internal
control
reviews
that we initiated
and completed.
[GAO Comment:

Report

P&i&c 0, par,lgraph

6

has

been

revised

as

appropriate.]

The draft
inaccurately
paraphrases
our
reported
material
weakness identified
under
the Section 235 Program as a weakness for all
The draft
must
housing assistance
payments.
be revised
to accurately
reflect
that the
weakness only exists
in our Section
235
Program.
A3 discussed
earlier
in
mistakenly
labeled
its
activity
a3
an internal
error was corrected
by
Offlce
of Budget prior
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our comments, GNMA
prellrninary
review
The
control
review.
both GNMA and the
to the end of your

APPENDIX
audit period.
The drawl should
references
to a GNMA internal
review.
[GAO

(‘ornrnf~nt

t’<lgc~ ‘1 )

:

Report

has

pClrCIKrCiI)tis 4 b 5

been

rcvlsed

as

III

eliminate
cant rol

all

suggested.]

Since the OMB guidelines
cannot require
compliance,
the word "required"
should
replaced
with "suggested"
when referring
the OMB guidelines.

be
to

As stated earlier
in our comments, the draft
does not recognize
that both Headquarters
and
Regional
Offices
vulnerability
assessments
In addition,
included
Field Office
activity.
believed
it was desirable
to develop and
modify our initial
internal
control
system in
Headquarters
prior
to involving
our field
operations.
Further
extending
the internal
control
process to all field
tiers,
as
recommended in your draft,
may not be cost
effective
at this time.
[c;AO ('r)rnmcAnt :

Rejlort

has

been

revised

as

approprlate.1

The draft
states
that we did not perform
complete vulnerability
assessments
as defined
by OMB because we did not have a separate
evaluation
of safe&wards.
The draft
lists
three techniques
that could be included
in
this evaluation,
all of which were included
In
our vulnerability
assessments.
The draft
further
states
that our method "may have
addressed
safeguards."
The draft
clearly
focuses on procedures
and not on substance.
The OMB approach is not a requirement,
but a
suggested approach.
The draft
does not even
attempt
to identify
the effect
of not
including
a separate
evaluation
of safeguards.
Hence, since we followed
the intent
of OMB's
guidelines,
we believe
this finding
shoulll be
excluded
from the draft.
In any event, the draft
does not clearly
distinguish
between the techniques
for the
evaluation
of safeguards
and the techniques
for evaluation
of the general
control
environment.
Separation
of duties
is used as
an example for both techniques.
[GAO Comment :
on page 10 HUD's position
that
the safeWe discuss
quilt-d<-; we’re addressed
under
the evaluation
of the general
control
~~nvlronment
and inherent
risk.
However,
we contlnlle
to bellevc
that
(-1 :;cparate
rhvaluatlon
of safeguards
would
more clearly
focus
t hf> cval uator’s
analysis
of the speclFlc
safequards
beinq
used.!
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1“1;5" 10( paragraph

3

III

The draft
discusses
the different
vulnerability
assessment forms used by our
Headquarters
program offices.
Nowhere in the
draft
does it give our reasons for using
different
forms, even though we discussed
this
with your auditors
on several
occasions.
Since this was a new and untested
process,
we
decided that each Assistant
Secretary
should
have the flexibility
to design an instrument
that made sense for his/her
organization,
drawing on basic formats and extensive
technical
assistance
provided
by the internal
control
coordinator.
As discussed
with your
we required
a standardized
format
auditors,
for the field
assessments based on our
experience
with the different
Headquarters
We believe
our reasons for
assessment forms.
using the different
forms should be included
in the draft.

[GAO Comment:

Report

has been revised

as appropriate.]

The draft
implies
that vulnerability
assessments
are better
with specific
questions
compared to general
risk options.
We disagree
with this view.
Also, the instructions
to the
Office
of Housing vulnerability
assessment
form provided
for adding specific
questions

unique to the assessable unit.
[GAO Comment:
assessment

We did

forms

and

not evaluate
hdve revised

the relative
merits
of the
the report
to make this clear.]

The draft
lists
three "advantages"
for using a
standardized
and complete vulnerability
As discussed
earlier
in our
assessment form.
contained
all the
comments, our assessments
elements suggested by OMB, but we used a
Hence, the draft
should
different
format.
eliminate
any reference
to an incomplete
form.

[GAO Comment:
incomplete

Report

has been revised

forms.]
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to delete

reference

to
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The draft
lists
two OMU approaches
to address
programs and functions
with the greatest
vulnerability:
internal
control
reviews ,ind Go
series
of options
to develop plans for
corrective
actIons.
The draft
correctly
states
that !-IUD chose the second approach,
t,o
develop plans for corrective
actions
for our
program offices,
with some internal
control
reviews as an element of these plans.
However, the draft
does not note that the
first
approach was used for HUD's accountlng
systems.
[ GAO (‘ornrn~~n t :
dpprodCh
wd!;

Thch draft
used by the

and final
Office

rc>ports
of

Financt=

state
that
th<l
and Accountlnq.)

first

The ensuing discussion
centers
on the
Internal
control
revlew:j done by the program
offices,
as if we had chosen only the first
Since the draft
introduces
the
OMB approach.
it should discuss
how thl:;
second approach,
approach was Implemented.
As It 1s wrrtten,
the draft
is confusing
because it explains
the
internal
control
review approach when the
development
of plans for corrective
action:;
approach should be dlscussed.

[GAO Comment :

Report

has been revised

as

appropriate.]

In addition,
the draft
incorrectly
compares
the two approaches,
when they are two separate
ways of accomplishing
the same goal.
The
approaches
used are dependent on whether the
causes
and extent
of the vulnerabilities
are
The management approach assumes the
known.
problems are known and that another
evaluation
is not needed.

[GAO Comment:
Our Intention
was to explain
HUD. The report
has been revised
to clarify

the approaches
our

used by

Intention.]

The draft
incorrectly
implies
guidelines
recommend internal
for all highly
and moderately

that OMB
control
reviews

vulnerable

areas.
We suggest that this section
be rewritten
correctly
describe
how we implemented
both
approaches.
We did
not
Intend
to imply
that
internal
control
[GAO Comment:
reviews were recommended for the highly
and moderately
vulnerable
areas.
We recoqnized
in the draft
that the second approach ic,
also applicable
to these areas.
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AY statcJc1 earlier
in our comments, GNMA
incorrectly
labeled
its preliminary
review
activity
2s an internal
control
review.
The
(iraft
should exclude the reference
to GNMA
i.nternal
Control
EVieWS.
when discussing
[(;A0

('ommtant

C;NMA t\nvc>

:
bfltln

On

the

dcletecl

has]

f

F* of
rcjrn

HOD

comments,

the

references

tc-,

thF> report.]
The draft
states
that our internal
control
reviews are not scheduled
based on the
vulnerability
assessment results.
However
the draft
fails
to say how our internal
control
reviews are scheduled.
Our internal
control
reviews are based on our preliminary
reviews,
which are based on the vulnerability
assessments
.,.
should be revised
to
. The draft
correctly
state this
fact.
Since we are currently
completing
preliminary
reviews on our ,noderately
vulnerable
areas,
the draft
should be revised
to fully
recognize
our ongoing efforts.

[GAO

wtlf>thr>r

t

lntcrnal
‘I’ht* rflport
I’,l);”

draft
report
stated
that
the purpose
of HUD’s
waR to develop
a plan
to address
problems
lty
assessments
and determllle
the vulnerabll
0 tlo
an
lnterndl
cant
r-01 review;
we indicated
that
thus,
control
reviews
were based
on the preliminary
review.
ha?
bc?txn
rr~v1r;cd
to reflect
HIJD’s onyolng
efforts.

('ommc~nt

I)rtbl iminary
hlqhl
lqhtfld

0 )

:
The
rt’views
durlnq

l~slr,i~;r,it~ti

I

The draft, incorrectly
compares our preliminary
Our
reviews with Internal
control
reviews.
were
never
intended
to be
preliminary
reviews
a substitute
for the internal
control
reviews.
The preliminary
review process was intended
to
evaluate
the degree and causes of
vulnerability,
and then, considering
management prlorlties,
resource
availabillty
and other management initiatives
underway,
determIne
the appropriate
courses of action.
These actions
rmght Include
conducting
internal
control
reviews,
requesting
an audit,
training
staff,
etc.
The draft
specifically
describes
this process
as the second approach suggested by OMB
guidelines.
Instead
of giving
us credit
for
implementing
OMB’s second approach,
the
draft
incorrectly
tries
to show that we are
substituting
preliminary
reviews for internal
control
reviews.
The draft
should be revised
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to show the proper relationship
preliminary
and internal
control
give HUD credit
for implementing
suggested approaches.

between'the
reviews and
both

our draft
stated
that
HIJD used both
approaches
[GAO Comment:
The report
has been revised
to
described
these
approaches.
(,Ilminate
any implication
that
HUD was usIn
the prellmlndry
review
as a substitute
for
internal
control
reviews.
I’clge

6,

parngr‘lph

[GAO Comment:

1

Report

III

and

The draft
discusses
several
reasons that HUD
staff
gave for not recommending internal
control
reviews and Administration's
efforts
to increase
the number of internal
control
reviews initiated
by the program offices.
However, the reasons for these two paragraphs
are missing
from the draft.
Because we chose
OMB's second option to address programs and
functions
with the greatest
vulnerability,
internal
control
reviews were not required.
Administration
encouraged appropriate
consideration
of internal
control
reviews as
an option
for action.
The draft
needs reflect
the reasons for these actions.
has

been

revised

as

appropriate.]

As discussed
earlier
in our comments, please
eliminate
the reference
to GNMA's internal
control
review.
However, we believe
Chapter 5
of the draft
and March 1984 handbook versions
include
OMB's recommended steps such as
identifying
internal
control
objectives
and
techniques.
Also, the draft
used in the pilot
internal
control
review,
"A Guide to Internal
Control
Reviews,"
prepared by a contractor
also contains
tasks related
to control
objectives
and control
techniques.
The report
states that the Office
of Housing
internal
control
review did not meet OMB
Guidelines.
This conclusion
is based on a
review of an internal
control
review report
which did not state that all event cycles of
the assessable
unit were identified
and
reviewed.
The internal
control
review team
identified
all event cycles within
the
assessable
unit and performed
the appropriate
work to make an evaluation
of the assessable
unit.
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internal
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review

an inadequately written scope in
Also, page V-2
the report is inappropriate.
of the OMB Guidelines
event cycles must be
evaluate
the unit.

indicates

that

not

all

reviewed to adequately

[GAO C’ommcn t :
As noted on page 35, reference
to GNMA has been
(1r’lPt~~d.
Also, a subsequent
dlscussion
with a HUD staff
member
partlclpatlng
In the Office
of Housing’s
internal
control
review
i ntl i (-at cbd that a 1 1 event cycles were considered
althougn
this fact
Wil’;
not
clearly
indicated
in either
the report
on the internal
Because
~~ontr-ol review or 111 documentation
supporting
the review.
IIIII) has ::tated
that It will
strengthen
its documentation
of the
r tbv I (‘w prncessc’s,
we have deleted
references
to Housing’s
internal
c.on t r-0 1 rev 1ew . As a result
of these revisions,
we have also
(l<h11’t (>(I cj proposal
contained
in our draft
report
related
to
c;t rthnqt htxnlnq the internal
control
review process. ]

We agree that we need to improve documentation
of the evaluation
process and have already
taken steps to correct
this deficiency.
Our
revised
vulnerability
assessment and
preliminary
review guides prescribe
the type
and amount of documentation
to be developed
and retained
by program managers.
We believe
that the draft
should reflect
our efforts
to
correct
this deficiency.
We agree that we need to improve the
evaluation
of ADP controls.
We have initiated
actions
to correct
this deficiency.
Please
revise
the draft to reflect
our current
activity
In this area.
We agree thcit we need to give more attention
to quality
assurance
and have plans to
implement a quality
assurance
review during
FY-1984. We would like to see the draft
reflect
our planned efforts.
[GAO

Comment

:

Report

has been revised

as appropriate.]

Eased on our earlier
comments, the
draft
conclusions
should be deleted
rnodlfied:

following
or

- T)le vulnsrabillty
assessment process should
be extended to all Field Office
tiers;
- HUD did not perform complete vulnerability
assessments
as defined
by OMB because a
separate
preliminary
evaluation
of
safeguards
was not included;
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- Vulnerability
assessments were not in a
format because several
n,tandarLd, compar;iblo
4LTferent
forms which addressed different
questions
were used by the various
HUD
i,rqanlzstlons;
- HUD initiated
three internal
control
reviews
in its program areas such as the Office
of
Housing although
it identified
103 highly
and moderately
vulnerable
areas in these
programs;
- The preliminary
review process does not
employ the specific
review processes
of the
internal
control
review which should
identify
control
problems that would
otherwise
go undetected;
and
- Those internal
control
reviews completed
in
program areas did not meet OMB guidelines
because control
objectives,
control
techniques,
and event cycles were not always
identified.
We believe
the recommendations
should
recognize
the corrective
steps we have already
taken.
Since we have taken some actions
on
each of the recommendations,
the draft
should
be revised
to reflect
our efforts.
[GAO

Comment

:

Report

has

been

revised

as

appropriate.]

We agree that we need to document and test
our accounting
systems as they are redeslgned
to help ensure their
compliance
with GAO
principles
and standards.
Both KIJD's first
annual letter
to the
President
and the Congress on internal
controls
and the Office
of Inspector
General's
report
on the Department's
Implemention
of the
Federal Managers' Financial
Integrity
Act are
The paraphrasing
of these
information.
public
purpose in your
cdocument qs serves no useful
draft
and should be deleted,
WC have
included
information
from HUD's
first
[GAO C’ommen t :
annual
letter
to the President
and tht
Conqresf;
to provide
further
We have
insight
Into
the material
weaknesses
HUD reported.
the Inspector
General's
report
as
dclcbtc>d
an appendix
summarizinq
H111) ? Llqqe.s ted . 1
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